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Abstract—Enthusiasm for ship autonomy is flourishing in the maritime industry. In this context, data-driven Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) systems have emerged as the optimal way to improve operational reliability and system safety. However, further research is needed to enhance the essential actions relating to such a system. Fault detection is the first and most crucial action of any data-driven PHM system. In this study, we propose a fault-type independent spectral anomaly detection algorithm for marine diesel engine degradation in autonomous ferries. The benefits of the algorithm are verified on three fault-types where the nature of degradation differs. Both normal operation data and faulty degradation data have been collected from a marine diesel engine, using two different engine load profiles. These profiles aim to replicate real autonomous ferry crossing operations, environmental conditions the ferry may encounter. First, the data is subjected to a feature selection process to remove irrelevant and redundant features. Then, a multi-regime normalization method is performed on the data to merge the engine loads into one context. Finally, a variational autoencoder is trained to estimate velocity and acceleration calculations of the anomaly score. Generic and dynamic threshold limits are simultaneously established to detect the fault time step online. The algorithm achieved an accuracy of 97.66% in the final test when the acceleration was used as the fault detector. The results suggest that the algorithm is independent of fault-types with different nature of degradation related to the marine diesel engine.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TODAY, ship autonomy is the most-sought research objective at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology in Aalesund [1], [2]. However, autonomous ships were considered to be a futuristic fantasy only six years ago [3]. Yet inland autonomous ferries carrying tiny crews primarily to make passengers feel safe will be in commercial use on the west coast of Norway in the very near future [4]. The industry, as well as academics, anticipate that these ferries will improve both safety and profitability [5]. Maintaining, operating, and navigating the vessels without crew involvement will necessitate the use of highly automated systems and belonging sensor equipment, and degradation of such systems during operation poses a serious threat to operations [6].

Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) is the area of research with the greatest promise to manage maintenance operations for zero-downtime performance of autonomous ferries [6]. A data-driven PHM system goes far beyond traditional maintenance approaches, such as reactive maintenance and preventive maintenance, currently in use onboard ships [7]. Such a system use algorithms built on sensor measurements to perform automatic fault detection, fault isolation, fault classification, and associated remaining useful life (RUL) predictions to devise an ideal maintenance schedule that eliminates failures [8]. Autonomous ferries will transfer real-time operational sensor data to a remote control center to conduct the essential actions of a data-driven PHM system (see Figure 1). Thus, it will be possible to schedule maintenance operations to the next appropriate port of call. The ideal maintenance schedule will considerably enhance operational availability and reliability and system safety.

Anomaly detection techniques aim to discover deviations from normal operation data. In a data-driven PHM viewpoint, such deviations are symptoms of incipient faults [9]. Fault detection is the first and most crucial action of any data-driven PHM system. It should be performed automatically to detect the fault time step in degradation data. Then, this time step can be used to construct both labels for fault classification and run-to-failure targets for RUL predictions. Interest in spectral anomaly detection techniques has increased recently. These techniques try to produce the lower dimensional embedding of the input data where anomalies and normal operation data are generally distinct [10]. The reconstruction error at each time step between the input data and its low dimensional reconstruction is then used as an anomaly score to detect anomalies [10]. The principal components analysis method is one of the best-known traditional spectral anomaly detection techniques [11]. However, deep neural networks (DNNs) have recently shown superior performance for this purpose [9]. DNNs allow dimension reduction through several hidden layers with non-linear transformations, and hence, obtain more
abstract features to produce a better reconstruction of the input data.

The marine diesel engine is one of the most critical components onboard ferries since it has an important role in both propulsion and power generation [12]. It is subjected to rapid variations in operational loads, depending on both the task of operation and environmental conditions. In such complexity, the degradation phenomena cannot be presented directly for cutting-edge spectral anomaly detection algorithms since the sensor measurements are highly connected to the operational loads. Hence, a multi-regime normalization method has to be performed on the raw input data to present the degradation phenomena [13]. Additionally, the nature of degradation of typical fault-types associated with the marine diesel engine might be different from one another and significantly similar to normal operation data.

This paper proposes a fault-type independent spectral anomaly detection algorithm for marine diesel engine degradation in autonomous ferries. The variational autoencoder (VAE) is the selected DNN as it outperforms a feed-forward neural network (FNN) with one hidden layer, the traditional autoencoder (AE), and the long-short term memory (LSTM), in terms of reconstruction-based fault detection for maritime components in [9]. As similar to [14], a replicated autonomous ferry crossing operation is used to produce two engine load profiles. These profiles reflect different environmental conditions affecting the ferry. Both normal operation and faulty degradation data sets are collected from the two profiles, and a fault is introduced at an unknown time step in the degradation data sets. During the experiments, three fault-types with different nature of degradation are used for both validation and final test of the proposed algorithm. The complete algorithm is summarized as follows: First, the VAE is trained on pre-processed normal operation data. Second, the trained VAE is used to calculate the velocity and the acceleration of the anomaly score at each time step in faulty degradation data. Simultaneously, generic and dynamic threshold limits are established. Both the calculations and the threshold limits change dynamically with time. This enables online fault detection as a fault is detected automatically once the velocity and acceleration calculations exceed the threshold limits.

The proposed algorithm is based on our already published fault detection algorithm in [9]. Our previous algorithm makes only offline fault detection possible. However, as opposed to our previous algorithm, the proposed algorithm in this study includes two principal improvements, that is, online and fault-type independent anomaly detection by utilizing generic and dynamic threshold limits. This study’s main contributions are as follows:

- A fault-type independent spectral anomaly detection algorithm for marine diesel engine degradation in autonomous ferries is proposed.
- Generic and dynamic threshold limits are proposed to predict the fault time step online.
- The algorithm is independent of fault-types with different nature of degradation related to the marine diesel engine.

The overall organization of the paper is as follows. Section II introduces relevant and related work on spectral anomaly detection. Section III introduces the essential background on the VAE and the semi-supervised reconstruction framework. The experimental approach is explained in detail in section IV. Results and discussions are elaborated in section V. Finally, section VI concludes the paper and presents objectives for future work.

## II. RELATED WORK

Three different learning procedures exist for spectral anomaly detection algorithms: supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised. The availability and quality of the input data largely determine which learning procedure to choose for fault detection. Supervised learning involves training a supervised binary or multi-class classifier to differentiate normal operation data from faulty degradation data. This procedure is extremely powerful if predefined labels for both normal and faulty data points are available during the training stage.

G. Wu proposed a supervised FNN for fault detection of ship equipment in [15]. In [16], Xu et al. proposed an online fault diagnostics method based on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and transfer learning. The proposed approach was trained in a supervised manner where a softmax output layer was used to classify faults related to both bearings and pumps. A supervised classifier was also used for fault detection in [17]. In this study, however, Sun et al. utilized an initial unsupervised learning procedure, before supervised fine-tuning, to do automatic feature extractions of rolling element bearings. Siegel et al. examined methods for detecting and disrupting arc faults in [18]. Both a binary and multi-class classifier were used during real-time classification experiments.

Even though the above studies have shown superior accuracy in terms of fault detection, there is a lack of labeled faults in the maritime industry [19]. This necessitates the use of semi-supervised or unsupervised learning, which does not require predefined fault labels. In the application of fault
detection, semi-supervised learning only uses normal operation data for training, while unsupervised learning has no previous knowledge of the input data where only intrinsic properties are used [20].

The sensors installed on autonomous ferries can be utilized to accumulate and collect normal operation data to use a semi-supervised learning framework. A VAE was used for anomaly detection in [9], [14]. In both studies, the maximum acceleration in faulty degradation data was estimated and used as the fault detector. However, utilizing the maximum acceleration makes only offline fault detection possible. This is because one would need the faulty degradation data in advance because one would need the faulty degradation data in advance.

Therefore, different dynamic thresholds have to be created for engine, such dynamic thresholds will reflect the nature of anomaly score or a smooth version of it. For the marine diesel engine, these studies apply the dynamic thresholds based on the raw acceleration makes only offline fault detection possible. This is because the knowledge of the input data where only intrinsic properties are used.

The utilization of dynamic threshold limits can enable online fault detection. Park et al. [21] proposed an LSTM-based VAE anomaly detector for robot-assisted feeding. A varying state-based threshold value was used to detect anomalies. Thus, online anomaly detection is possible where the threshold value changes over the estimated state of task execution. Additionally, Hundman et al. [22] used non-parametric dynamic thresholds for spacecraft anomaly detection. Nevertheless, these studies apply the dynamic thresholds based on the raw anomaly score or a smooth version of it. For the marine diesel engine, such dynamic thresholds will reflect the nature of degradation of the specific fault-type used for fault detection. Therefore, different dynamic thresholds have to be created for each fault. This contradicts the fact that the goal of the improved fault detection algorithm in this study is to be fault-type independent.

III. BACKGROUND

This section introduces the background theory on the VAE and the semi-supervised reconstruction framework.

A. Variational autoencoder

The VAE is a variant of the traditional autoencoder (AE) rooted in Bayesian inference [23]. It is composed of an encoder function \( z = q_{θ_e}(z|x) \) and a decoder function \( r = p_{θ_d}(r|x,z) \). The encoder approximates the underlying probability distribution \( p_{θ_d}(z) \). Then, new data can be generated utilizing the decoder by sampling a set of latent variables \( z \) obtained from \( p_{θ_d}(z) \). By modeling the distribution of the latent variables instead of deterministic values, as conducted in the traditional AE, the VAE improves generalization since \( z \) are stochastic in nature [24]. Note that \( θ_e \) and \( θ_d \) are the biases and weights of the encoder and decoder, respectively. The VAE optimizes \( θ_e \) and \( θ_d \) by maximizing the variational lower bound \( J_{VAE} \) [23]:

\[
J_{VAE}(θ_e, θ_d) = -D_{KL}(q_{θ_e}(z|x) || p_{θ_d}(z)) + E_{q_{θ_e}(z|x)}[\log p_{θ_d}(r|x,z)]
\]

where \( D_{KL} \) is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. The KL divergence measures the similarity between the prior distribution of \( z \), \( p_{θ_d}(z) \), and the variational approximation \( q_{θ_e}(z|x) \). Maximizing \( J_{VAE} \) minimizes the KL divergence, hence pushing the approximated posterior \( q_{θ_e}(z|x) \) towards the prior \( p_{θ_d}(z) \). The common choice of the prior distribution is a Gaussian distribution, \( N(μ_z, Σ_z) \), where a standard normal distribution \( N(0,1) \) is utilized. The second expression is the reconstruction log-likelihood of \( x \) with sampling from \( q_{θ_e}(z|x) \) and referred to as the generative loss. The distribution of the second expression depends on the data type [10]. For real-valued input data, a Multivariate Gaussian is normally used.

The reconstruction log-likelihood needs to be calculated through Monte Carlo methods [23]. However, since these methods suffer from high variance and high computation resources, a reparameterization trick of \( z \) is used to obtain the gradients of the decoder in order to use the back-propagation algorithm. The random variable \( z \sim q_{θ_e}(z|x) \) is replaced by a deterministic transformation, such that, \( z = μ + σε, ε \sim N(0, 1) \) [10]. Thus, given a fixed input \( x \) and a variable \( ε \), the total function is deterministic and continuous, meaning back-propagation can compute a gradient that will work for stochastic gradient descent [23]. Then, the encoder only needs to produce vectors of means \( μ \) and standard deviations \( σ \) instead of vectors of real values.

B. Semi-supervised reconstruction framework

As in [9], the fault detection is conducted through a semi-supervised reconstruction framework, meaning only normal operation data is used for training the VAE. Consider \( x_t = [x_1, ..., x_n] \) as the input vector at time step \( t \). To enable the VAE to reconstruct the normal operation data, \( x_t \) is also used as the target \( y_t \) for reconstruction at each \( t \). In this way, the trained VAE is expected to produce relatively large reconstruction errors on unseen degradation data. Since the data gathered from the marine diesel engine is continuous sensor data, a fully connected output layer is attached to the VAE, where the mean squared error (MSE) is utilized to measure the reconstruction capability. Thus, the VAE minimizes the following loss function:

\[
L_{VAE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} ||\hat{y}_i - y_i||^2
\]

where \( n \) is the number of input features, and \( \hat{y}_i \) and \( y_i \) is the \( i_{th} \) reconstructed and target measurement, respectively.

As in [9] and [14], the VAE is structured with two hidden layers \( (h_1, h_2) \) in the encoder, \( z \) units in the latent layer and two hidden layers \( (h_2, h_1) \) in the decoder. However, the number of hidden units in each layer differs from the previous studies as they are determined related to the number of input features \( n \):

\[
h_1 = \lfloor 1.2n \rfloor, \quad h_2 = \lfloor h_1/2 \rfloor, \quad z = \lfloor h_2/2 \rfloor
\]

where \( \lfloor \cdot \rfloor \) is round down symbol.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

The following experimental study, uses Microsoft Windows 10, Java 8, “deelooming4j” version 1.0.0-beta4 [25] as the deep learning library, and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 6 GB as the graphics processing unit.
A. Data sets

A hybrid power lab, established by the Department of Ocean Operations and Civil Engineering at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology in Aalesund, is used to collect the data sets. The lab intends to research ship autonomy. As seen in Figure 2, the lab includes a small marine diesel engine, a marine battery system, and a marine automation system to control the facilities. The power produced is supplied back to the power grid to simulate load variations in the system.

During the data collection process, the engine is driven by two different engine load profiles. As similar to [14], the two engine load profiles aim to replicate real-life autonomous ferry crossings on the west coast of Norway. First, the ferry is off-loading and on-loading vehicles before it leaves shore at a safe and constant velocity. Then, the ferry speeds to a suitable velocity. This velocity remains constant until it decreases safely. Finally, the ferry breaks just before it docks. In common, the two profiles are exposed to the same magnitudes of engine loads, but the length of each engine load differs to reflect different environmental conditions. Figure 3 shows the two engine load profiles, profile 1 and profile 2.

In this study, two fault-types are used for validation of the proposed algorithm. These are the air filter fault, the clogging of the air filter, and the turbo fault, malfunction of the turbocharger. The air filter fault demonstrates the effect of a clogged air filter with the use of a restriction device, as seen in Figure 4. During the data collection process, this device is gradually adjusted from fully open to 90% closed to reduce the inlet flow of air to the turbocharger. The purpose of the turbo fault is to replicate efficiency reduction in the turbocharger. This is done by installing a bleed device on the charge air pipe between the turbocharger and the engine inlet manifold, as seen in Figure 4. Gradually bleeding of air during the data collection process results in reduced air pressure to the engine combustion process. A third fault-type is used for the final test of the proposed algorithm: a malfunction of the frequency-operated fan controlling the secondary cooling system in the engine. This fault, which appears in our previous work [14], is hereinafter referred to as the cooling fault. One normal operation data set, one turbo degradation data set, and one air filter degradation data set is collected from each profile. Additionally, one cooling degradation data set is collected from profile 1. Table I summarizes the seven data sets collected from the hybrid power lab.

B. Feature selection

All collected data sets include 47 input features from the hybrid power lab. As discovered in [14], features belonging to the battery system and the automation system are irrelevant for detecting faults in the marine diesel engine. When such features are removed, the VAE will provide a reconstruction process with higher degradation relevance. Additionally, fea-

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Profile Usage</th>
<th>Seconds Hz Time steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal operation</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>1173 2 2346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal operation</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>1173 2 2346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbo degradation</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>1173 2 2346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbo degradation</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>1173 2 2346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air filter degradation</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>1173 2 2346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air filter degradation</td>
<td>Validation</td>
<td>1173 2 2346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling degradation</td>
<td>Final test</td>
<td>1173 2 2346</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
features with constant measurements are removed since these features provide no degradation information. The Pearson correlation analysis is also used to detect the linear relationship between the input features. If two input features have a high linear relationship, they likely contain redundant information. Then, expert human domain knowledge (HDK) is used to determine which of the redundant input features has less degradation relevance. Actually, in this study, the HDK is acquired from an engine chief engineer with 13 years of sailing experience and three years of experience with the development of a health monitoring system for rotating machinery. The redundant features are removed accordingly.

HDK is also used to remove inaccurate and unknown feature measurements concerning the marine diesel engine. For instance, the cooling water temperature to the engine is removed since it is considered an unknown parameter. This feature is affected by the outdoor temperature, and hence, it varies when data sets are collected at different dates and seasons. Fuel consumption is also removed from the data sets. While it is an important feature for detecting faults in the combustion process in the engine, the measurements obtained from the automation system were too inaccurate to be used in this study. Ultimately, nine input features, which are intended to reflect all degradation patterns in the marine diesel engine, remain in all data sets. Table II lists the final input features.

### C. Multi-regime operating conditions and normalization

As seen in Figure 3, the engine load changes drastically during the ferry crossing operation in both profiles. As a result, feature measurements are highly connected to the engine loads. This causes the feature measurements in the normal operation data to differ strongly between different engine loads. Thus, proper data pre-processing, in terms of multi-regime normalization, is necessary to present the actual degradation phenomena for the VAE during the training phase [13].

Obviously, both profiles fall into five distinct operating conditions based on the engine load. First, the normal operation data sets in Table I are split into five data sets each based on the five operating conditions. Each feature in these data sets is then scaled with zero mean and unit variance (z-score) normalization:

$$
\bar{x}^o_n = \frac{x^o_n - \mu^o}{\sigma^o}
$$

where $x_n$ is the input feature, $n = 1, 2, \ldots, 9$, in operating condition $o$, and $\mu$ and $\sigma$ is the population mean and population standard deviation of that feature. This yields five different normalization statistics, one for each operating condition. Finally, these normalization statistics are applied both to the raw normal operation data in the training phase and to the raw faulty degradation data in the anomaly detection. To apply different normalization statistics, the engine load is monitored at each time step.

### D. Training phase and anomaly detection

In the training phase, a VAE is established and trained on both normal operation data sets subjected to multi-regime normalization. An early stopping policy is utilized to reconstruct the normal operation data as precisely as possible by monitoring the average reconstruction error of all mini-batches. If the number of epochs with no decrease in the average reconstruction error is greater than four, the training phase is ended. Then, the VAE, in the epoch with the lowest average reconstruction error, is stored and used for anomaly detection. The mini-batch size is set to 128. The VAE is configured with hyper-parameters that provided great success for maritime components in [9]. These are shown in Table III.

In terms of time series data, it is practical to consider three categories of anomalies: point, collective, and contextual [11]. Point anomalies are single values that differ from previous values, collective anomalies are entire sequences of values that are anomalous, and contextual anomalies are single values
that are not different from previous values yet are anomalous concerning local values [22]. The nature of degradation in both the turbo and air filter fault is highly connected to the operating conditions and therefore they should be regarded as contextual anomalies. However, the VAE is only able to detect point anomalies. To detect contextual anomalies, the VAE has to be applied within a context [11]. We consider the five operating conditions as different contexts. Thus, the multi-regime normalization statistics also need to be applied to the faulty degradation data to merge the five different contexts into one context. In this way, the VAE can be used for anomaly detection and to estimate an anomaly score at each time step. Figure 5 shows a complete flowchart of the training phase and anomaly detection.

E. Fault detection algorithm

1) Online fault detection: The anomaly score in faulty degradation data $AS_d$ is estimated by using the trained VAE to calculate the MSE, Eq. 2, at each time step $t$. Then, the algorithm generates three sliding windows of length $w$ to smooth $AS_d$:

$$w = \frac{T_d}{p}$$

where $T_d$ is the total number of time steps in the faulty degradation data and $p$ is an adjustable parameter. $p$ determines the magnitude of smoothing conducted on $AS_d$. Hence, careful tuning of $p$ is necessary since excessive smoothing might obscure important degradation trends. The three windows slide across $AS_d$ for each $t$. A distance equivalent to $w$ is used between each window. Simultaneously, the average anomaly score $AS_{d,avg}$ is computed in each window. Additionally, the velocity $v_d$ between windows 1 and 2 and between windows 2 and 3, and the acceleration $a_d$ between the two velocities are calculated. Finally, the velocity fault time step $f_{t,v}$ and the acceleration fault time step $f_{t,a}$ are detected when $v_d$ and $a_d$ exceed their dynamic threshold limits, respectively. The proposed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

Large sensor measurement deviations compared to sensor measurements in normal operation data is a strong indication of an incipient fault [9]. These deviations can, of course, be detected by utilizing $AS_d$ or $AS_{d,avg}$ as the fault detectors. However, both $AS_d$ and $AS_{d,avg}$ will vary between different fault-types since they reflect the nature of degradation. Consequently, the corresponding threshold limits will be highly fault-dependent. The main goal of the proposed algorithm is to be fault-type independent. $v_d$ will measure the rapidity in $AS_{d,avg}$ and indicate if one or several sensor measurements have begun to diverge swiftly from normal operation data. However, $a_d$ will measure increases and decreases in $v_d$. Due to latency in the marine diesel engine, $a_d$ might be a better indication than $v_d$ since there is an expected time delay before the faults will result in large sensor measurement deviations. Therefore, $v_d$ and $a_d$ are considered as more suitable fault detectors for the algorithm since the calculations are assumed to be similar between different fault-types. Consequently, generic and fault-independent threshold limits can be acquired. These limits are further elaborated in the following paragraph.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for detecting the fault time step in faulty degradation data.

**Input:** $T_d$, $AS_d$, $p$, $v_n$, $v_{lower}$, $v_{upper}$, $a_n$, $a_{lower}$, $a_{upper}$

**Output:** $f_{t,v}$, $f_{t,a}$

**Initialization:**

$$w \leftarrow T_d / p$$

$v_{d,first} = true$

$a_{d,first} = true$

Generate three sliding windows of length $w$ to slide across $AS_d$ for each $t$. $AS_{d,avg}$ is computed in each window.

A distance equivalent to $w$ is used between each window.

for $t := 1$ to $T_d$ do

$v_d1 \leftarrow AS_{d,avg}1 \cdot AS_{d,avg}2$

$v_d2 \leftarrow AS_{d,avg}2 \cdot AS_{d,avg}3$

$a_d \leftarrow v_d1 - v_d2$

if ($v_{d,first} = true$) then

if ($v_d1 > v_n[t] + v_{upper}$ or $v_d1 < v_n[t] + v_{lower}$) then

$f_{t,v} \leftarrow t - (w \cdot 1.5)$

$v_{d,first} = false$

end if

end if

if ($a_{d,first} = true$) then

if ($a_d > a_n[t] + a_{upper}$ or $a_d < a_n[t] + a_{lower}$) then

$f_{t,a} \leftarrow t - (w \cdot 2.5)$

$a_{d,first} = false$

end if

end if

end for

return $f_{t,v}$, $f_{t,a}$

2) Generic and dynamic threshold limits: In this study, the threshold limits are based on the velocity $v_n$ and the acceleration $a_n$ in the average anomaly score of normal operation data for both profiles. The procedure to measure both $v_n$ and $a_n$ is exactly the same as in Algorithm 1. Seven different $p$ values, in the 30 to 90 range, are used during the experiments. In order to obtain the associated dynamic threshold limits, the minimum and maximum velocities of $v_n$, $v_{min}$, and $v_{max}$, and the minimum and maximum accelerations of $a_n$, $a_{min}$ and $a_{max}$, are calculated for each $p$ value in each profile. Then, a common set of upper and lower thresholds for both $v_n$ and $a_n$ are calculated based on the following formulas:

$$v_{upper} = \frac{[v_{max,1} + v_{max,2}] - (v_{min,1} + v_{min,2})}{2}$$

$$v_{lower} = -v_{upper}$$

$$a_{upper} = \frac{[a_{max,1} + a_{max,2}] - (a_{min,1} + a_{min,2})}{2}$$

$$a_{lower} = -a_{upper}$$

The common set of upper and lower thresholds for each $p$ value are shown in Table IV. The limits will change dynamically through time when the upper and lower thresholds are added to $v_n$ and $a_n$, as performed in Algorithm 1.
The generic and dynamic threshold limits are computed before they are applied in the fault detection algorithm. However, new engine load profiles are likely to be encountered in real-life data-driven PHM systems in autonomous ferries. Then, the computation complexity will increase since $v_{min}$, $v_{max}$, $a_{min}$, and $a_{max}$ of the new profile have to be calculated and incorporated in Eqs. 6, 7, 8, and 9 before new fault detections can start.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this study, both velocity and acceleration calculations will be used as the fault detectors. The air filter and turbo degradation in both profiles will be used as the validation data sets for the proposed algorithm. The validation aims to discover the best performing fault detector and the most suitable $p$ value. Seven different $p$ values, in the 30-90 range, will be compared. A low $p$ value might smooth the anomaly score too much and ignore significant degradation patterns. In contrast, a high $p$ value might provide irrelevant spikes that would also affect the velocity and acceleration calculations. In the end, the final experiment will use the cooling degradation as the final test data set of the algorithm. This experiment aims to further test the fault-type independence of the algorithm.

A. Validation

To validate both $f_{t,v}$ and $f_{t,a}$, the true fault time step $f_1$ has to be determined. Since both the air filter fault and the turbo fault in both profiles are provoked gradually during the data collection process, $f_1$ can not be decided based a recorded time step. Thus, $f_1$ is determined based on expert HDK. The boost pressure is the key feature to monitor for fault detection for both fault-types. As already mentioned, both faults-types are highly connected to the engine loads and subjected to different nature of degradation. Therefore, $f_1$ is determined where the deviation in boost pressure between normal operation data and faulty degradation data in percentage is largest. The determined $f_1$ for both fault-types in both profiles is shown in Table V.

Table VI shows $f_{t,v}$ and $f_{t,a}$ for each $p$ value in both profiles for both fault-types. The accuracy evaluations, $Acc_v$ and $Acc_a$, are based on the following formula:

$$Acc(\%) = \left(1 - \frac{||f_{t} - f_{1}||}{T_d}\right) \cdot 100$$  (10)

where $Acc(\%)$ can be considered as the distance between the detection and $f_1$. In the following discussions, a satisfactory accuracy is considered to be above 95%. For the air filter fault in profile 1, $f_{t,v}$ provides satisfactory accuracy by $p$ values between 70 and 90, while $f_{t,a}$ provides satisfactory accuracy by $p$ values between 40 and 90. On the other hand, for the air filter fault in profile 2, $f_{t,v}$ provides satisfactory accuracy by $p$ values between 30 and 70, while $f_{t,a}$ provides satisfactory accuracy by $p$ values between 30 and 60. As Table V reflects, the air filter fault in profile 2 is subjected to a lower deviation in boost pressure than the air filter fault in profile 1. As a consequence, the air filter fault in profile 2 is subjected to lower magnitudes of both velocity and acceleration calculations, and hence, requires smaller upper and lower thresholds. As Table IV shows, low $p$ values result in smaller upper and lower thresholds. This issue reflects the difficulty of creating generic and dynamic threshold limits even for the same fault-type that is subjected to different environmental conditions in the form of different engine load...
Fig. 6. Automatic fault detection where \( p = 60 \) and the acceleration is used as the fault detector. (a) Air filter fault in engine load profile 1. (b) Turbo fault in engine load profile 1. (c) Air filter fault in engine load profile 2. (d) Turbo fault in engine load profile 2.

For the turbo fault in profile 1, \( \hat{f}_{t,v} \) provides satisfactory accuracy by the \( p \) values 80 and 90, while \( \hat{f}_{t,a} \) provides satisfactory accuracy by \( p \) values between 60 and 90. Similarly, for the turbo fault in profile 2, \( \hat{f}_{t,v} \) provides satisfactory accuracy by \( p \) values between 70 and 90, while \( \hat{f}_{t,a} \) provides satisfactory accuracy by \( p \) values between 50 and 90. Also as seen in Table V, the turbo fault in both profiles are subjected to a deviation of 21.05\%, almost twice the deviation compared to the air filter fault in profile 2. This results in larger magnitudes of both velocity and acceleration calculations. Thus, the turbo fault in both profiles provides the highest accuracies by high \( p \) values and corresponding large upper and lower dynamic threshold limits.

To determine the best performing fault detector and the most suitable \( p \) value for both fault-types, the average velocity and acceleration accuracy for each \( p \) value is calculated, as shown in Table VII. When \( p = 60 \), the acceleration provides the highest average accuracy of 97.61\%. Therefore, the acceleration is considered the most fault-independent fault detector. Figure 6 shows the acceleration calculations and the corresponding dynamic threshold limits when \( p = 60 \) for both fault-types in both profiles. It is worth mentioning that the acceleration calculations and the dynamic threshold limits are not plotted before the entire sliding window operation is active. In other words, the initial 195 time steps are plotted as zeros \((w(60) \cdot 5 = 195)\).

B. Final test

The main intention of the final test of the proposed algorithm is to further test its independence towards different fault-types. The cooling degradation data in profile 1 is used for this purpose as this fault exhibits a totally different nature of degradation compared to both the air filter fault and the turbo fault. Thus, it can be considered to be new field data that the algorithm has never seen before. To evaluate the fault detection, the true fault time step \( f_t \) for the cooling fault is also determined based on expert HDK. When the cooling water temperature increases 85\(^\circ\)C, \( f_t \) is determined to be 1713. As discovered in the validation, the acceleration is the best performing fault detector when \( p = 60 \). These settings are therefore used in the final test. As Table VIII shows, the algorithm detects the cooling fault with an accuracy of 97.66\%. Also noted, both in the validation and the final test the trend is that the acceleration provides early detections, i.e. \( \hat{f}_{t,acc} < f_t \), when \( p = 60 \). However, early detections with a corresponding high accuracy are considered as valid detections since there is an expected time delay in the marine
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This paper has analyzed and proposed a fault-type independent spectral anomaly detection algorithm for marine diesel engine degradation in autonomous ferries where a VAE is used as the fault detector for cooling degradation data. Diesel engine before the faults will result in large sensor measurements deviations. Figure 7 shows the acceleration calculations and the corresponding dynamic threshold limits for the fault detection of the cooling degradation data. The final test proves that the algorithm is fault-type independent.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has analyzed and proposed a fault-type independent spectral anomaly detection algorithm for marine diesel engine degradation in autonomous ferries where a VAE is used as the DNN. To do so, three fault-types with different nature of degradation have been used during the experiments. Both normal operation data and faulty degradation data have been collected from two different engine load profiles. These profiles aim to replicate real autonomous ferry crossing operations that might affect the ferry.

In the validation of the proposed algorithm, the acceleration has proven to be the most fault-independent fault detector, providing an average accuracy of 97.61%. Additionally, the acceleration achieved an accuracy of 97.66% in the final test of the algorithm. Thus, the algorithm has proved its independence of fault-types with different nature of degradation related to the marine diesel engine.

In this study, the engine loads were divided into five distinct operating conditions manually to do multi-regime normalization. However, if new operating conditions are encountered in real-life systems, this process has to be automated. For instance, through unsupervised clustering algorithms, such as the K-Means algorithm. One has to remember that fault detection is only the first action to be performed in a real-life data-driven PHM system. However, the detected fault time steps obtained from the faulty degradation data can be used to automatically label the data to account for both fault classification and RUL predictions. Also, due to the VAE’s generative characteristics, it is possible to derive the reconstruction of the data to analyze the underlying cause of the fault to do fault isolation. Our future work will include these crucial actions.
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